
4000 BODY BAG FOR BURIALS 4001 HEAVY DUTY TRANSPORT AND EXHUMATION BODY
BAG WITH HANDLES

The bag is three-dimensional and welded at all sides. It is made
from PVC foil and has a zipper which starts from the upper side,
passes the entire right side and ends at the tower half. On the
upper side there is a transparent window, 580x445mm, also
welded to the upper foil. The bag has ten angles, six at the top,
four at the bottom, making it 400 mm high at the upper side, and
200 mm at the iower side. The angles, that is, the hight of the bag
and the position of the zipper enable an easier placing of the
deceased and zipping as well.

Transport / exhumation body bag is black, two-dimensional
bag, double-seamed at the edges, made from PVC foil. It has a 
zipper on the upper surface, which passes through 3/4 of the upper
surface, enabling an easier placing of the deceased. the bag is
particularly reinforced with four straps, transverse-welded to the
bottom surface. The straps are 60 mm wide and made of three
layers of foil. The bag has handles for carrying, two on the left
and two on the right side. Handles are also three-layer straps
welded to the bottom surface of the bag and an integral part of
bottom reinforcement. On the upper side of the bag there is a 
transparent pocket for documents.

The bag has six angles
at the top

The zipper The bag is packed
in a PP bag

On the upper side there
is a welded transparent
window 580x445 mm

The zipper passes accross
3/4 of the upper surface

Wider straps / extra
reinforcement at the bottom

Extra reniforcement
at the joints

A reinforced bottom with
four welded, three-layer straps,
serving also as handles. 22
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75 cm 75 cm

4021 BODY BAG FOR BURIALS - PE MATERIAL 4020 BODY BAG - PE MATERIAL 

The bag is three-dimensional and welded at all sides. It is made
from Polyethilene (PE) material and has a zipper which starts
from the upper side, passes the entire right side and ends at the 
tower half.
The bag has ten angles, six at the top, four at the bottom, making
it 400 mm high at the upper side, and 200 mm at the iower side.
The angles, that is, the hight of the bagand the position of the
zipper enable an easier placing of the deceased and zipping as well.

The bag is two-dimensional and welded at all sides.
It is made from Polyethilene (PE) material and 
has a U zipper . 

Type: Artikal (4022) Heavy duty body bags for transport/exhumation/burial          

Color:  white/black                

Dimensions: 100x225 cm          

Details:  6 handles, U zipper            

Material: Coated polyethilene(PE)      

Spec. abillities: Very strong, heat and ice resistant.             

The bag has six angles
at the top

The zipper The bag is packed
in a PP bag

4022 HEAVY DUTY TRANSPORT/EXHUMATION BAG - COATED PE MATERIAL 
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